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Dear Readers,

KL is extremely grateful to its band
of subscribers. Overwhelming is the
response we have been receiving in the
form of large number of new subscriptions
and prompt renewal of existing ones. This is
indeed a tremendous source of motivation
that makes us increasingly aware about our
great responsibilities in living up to our
avowed mission of Empowering Young India
Through Dissemination of Inter-disciplinary
Knowledge.

We have taken maximum
care to ensure diversity
in content in the current
issue too and make it a
great reading experience.
This issue as usual has a
painstakingly prepared
set of stories and features
intended to provide a
good reading experience.

Editor’s
Desk

On demand from readers, we have again
started including Sudoku in EKL since the
previous issue. There are articles and features
on a wide variety of subjects like international
relations, innovations and latest trends in
technology, ancient architecture of Kerala,
work life balance, challenges faced by today’s
businesses, career advice, path breaking
research findings in medical science, major
happenings across the globe and all other
regular features.
US President Donald Trump’s visit, which
received the attention of the entire global
community, has put India in an off-beat
mood and the bilateral relations between
the two countries have struck a more cordial
note, with both countries standing to gain
substantially thanks to this historic visit.

N T Nair
Managing Editor
E-mail: ekl.tvm@gmail.com

Happy reading.

www.eklines.com
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INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

TAMING OF TRUMP

W

hen President Donald
Trump tweeted himself
as Bahubali, a fearless
Indian film hero, just before he
began his journey to India, it
appeared ominous. The hero,
who grows up in a sheltered tribal
village, is driven by extraordinary
forces in search of an elusive goal
and goes on an adventure into a
completely unfamiliar territory.
Moreover, Mr.Trump’s declaration
that India was not cooperating in
the trade talks and that a trade
agreement was shelved till the
next US election and that he was
going to India only because he
liked Prime Minister Modi lowered
expectations about the success
of the visit. The only silver lining
was that Mr.Trump appeared
excited about being received by
“millions” of Indians and the road

8
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T.P.Sreenivasan
show awaiting him in Ahmedabad.
Mr.Trump’s record of having
walked away from summits in
Canada and Vietnam added to the
anxiety of policy makers on both
sides.
Thirty six hours later, however,
Mr.Trump appeared subdued,
not wanting to say anything
controversial for fear of causing
any complications even when
journalists from the United
States and India were throwing
provocative questions at him on
Kashmir, the new Citizenship Law,
religious freedom and the street
violence in Delhi. He mentioned
his readiness to mediate between
India and Pakistan only in answer
to a question and that too in
the context of his having good
relations with both Mr.Modi and
Mr.Imran Khan. Realising that his
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own citizenship laws were harsher
than Mr. Modi’s, he clearly stated
that it was an internal matter of
India. The violence in Delhi, he
said, would be handled by the
Indian authorities. As for religious
freedom, he said that he found
Mr.Modi a champion of religious
freedom. A collective sigh of relief
went up from the Indian and US
officials when Air Force One took
off from the Delhi airport.
The transformation was
palpable from the moment
Mr.Trump arrived in Ahmedabad,
participated in the roadshow and
visited the evocative Sabarmati
Ashram. He went through the
rituals of Sabarmati like an
obedient understudy, tried his
hand at the charkha and wrote
a tribute to Mr Modi rather
than to Mr. Gandhi. He never
departed from the teleprompter
text at the Motera stadium. Most
of what he said was about Mr.
Modi’s accomplishments, India’s
diversity and his own assessment
of himself. The speech could be
easily adapted by any Indian
Ambassador for a credentials
speech. It glorified India in every
conceivable way. Bahubali was
overtaken by two old Bollywood
legends, one celebrating love
(DDLJ) and the other proclaiming
brotherly love (Sholay). If only
his staff had tutored him how
to pronounce Vivekananda and
Sachin Tendulkar correctly, he
would have been perfect.
www.eklines.com

The Taj Mahal visit was pure poetry
even for the elderly President
and his young wife and the US
comedians went to town on
what they were thinking and
doing there. They suggested
that it would have been more
appropriate for his daughter and
son-in-law to have savoured
the air of eternal love in the
monument. In Delhi, things went
like clock- work and Mr.Trump
meticulously copied from a paper
to the visitors’ book at Rajghat.
He followed the advice given by
the three monkeys at Sabarmati,
whom Gandhiji found from a
seventeenth century Japanese
sculpture, to see no evil, hear no
evil and speak no evil.
What happened at Hyderabad was
not known, but if the outcomes
were to be an indication, there
were no surprises there either
and the bouquet of decisions
that emerged were balanced,
forward looking and fair both to
the Super Power and the emerging
power. If the choice was between
making both sides equally
happy and making them equally
unhappy, the choice was the
former and there were smiles all
around. The Principals themselves
announced the outcome which
had no surprises. The initial
agreement on trade, the done
deal on the import of weapons,
complete agreement on fighting
terrorism, energy agreements,
including a Memorandum of
March 2020
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Understanding for assured
supplies of liquefied gas from
the US and broad understanding
on use of technology and others
were win-win decisions. Most
important of all, the strategic
partnership between the two
countries was transformed into a
“Comprehensive Global Strategic
Partnership,” though there was
no clear definition of the term.

“The Taming of Trump” in India
should be a matter of study
for all those interested in his
future, particularly if he wins
another term. Throughout
his stay in India, the body
language of Mr. Modi was like
that of a lion trainer, extremely
cautious, nervous and in total
concentration. He had his eyes
fixed on his guest for any sign
of anger, frustration or sheer
boredom. He kept praising Mr.
Trump to engage him, prompting
him to shower Mr.Modi with
more and more flattery. Mr.Modi
should, therefore, get credit
for keeping the restless lion
mesmerised with the charms of
India and his host.
Needless to say, the magic
of India and the pomp and
show, though the number of
participants was much lower
than his expectations, played a
role in keeping Mr. Trump on
the right track. Nowhere else
could he have received such a
reception and that alone may

10
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have tamed him. His briefings
may also have made him aware
of the true potential of India
for business and for countering
China. His trade negotiations with
China may have given him an
idea of the complexities of similar
negotiations with India and may
have decided to use the salami
tactic of slicing tiny pieces from
the big fish. Did the uncertainties
of the global economic and
political situation caused by
COVID-19 make him particularly
cautious in making trade deals?

Perhaps, President Trump was
conscious of the fact that he and
Mr.Modi would be leading their
countries for another five years
and decided to keep him in good
humour. The future of Indo-Pacific
and Afghanistan may also have
been on his mind when he was in
India. Of course, he did not take
such a precaution with regard to
the other world leaders and did
not hesitate to ride roughshod
over them.

In the election year, Mr.Trump has
already cultivated an image of a
peace maker, a strategist and a
thoughtful person, acting in the
interest of his country. He demonstrated these new features in India
and kept himself in control and
good humour. Whether his transformation is permanent will be
known when he deals with other
countries, but India can take comfort in having tamed Mr.Trump.
Executive Knowledge Lines

GENERAL KNOWLEDGE

Test
GK

1. Claustrophobia is the fear of
what?

2. Granadilla is another name for
which fruit?
3. What chess piece can only
move diagonally?

4. What is another name for the
study of fossils?

5. Where would you find the sea
of tranquility?
6. Who invented the periodic
table?

7. Which country is popularly
called ‘The Land of the Maple
Leaf’?
8. Which planet is named after
the Roman god of war?

9. To which age the Indus Valley
Civilization belongs?
10. Where is Indian Institute of
Petroleum located?

11. Who is the ‘author of the book
‘A Brief History of Time’?

Y
O
U
R

16. On which date did the United
Nations Organisation come
into existence?

17. The oldest monarchy in the
world is that of which country?
18. The Kalinga Prize is given by
which organization?

19. Which is the first Indian woman
to reach Olympic finals in
individual track events?

20. Which company first developed
the Java programming
language?

SUDOKU-2

Why not give a small exercise to
your brain by trying to solve this
puzzle?
(Clue : Fill the given 9×9 grid with digits
so that each column, each row, and each
of the nine 3×3 subgrids that compose
the grid contain all of the digits from
1 to 9.)

12. Who was the first ‘Indian to
swim across English Channel?
13. Who got the ‘Bharat Ratna’
award, before becoming the
President of India?
14. Which first Bank was
established in India?

15. Which is known as the queen
of spices?
(Answers on page 37)
www.eklines.com
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ARCHITECTURE

Wooden/Timber Architecture in
Ancient Buildings of Kerala
P. Pushpangadan

I

ndian architecture has
manifestations that cover
a rich heritage of building
traditions. Among these, Kerala
in the southwestern tip of India
holds a distinct position due to
the richness and the development
of its wooden building science.
Endowed with ancient institutions
of religion and culture, Kerala’s
traditional architecture comprises
temples, palaces and dwellings
built in a unique system of wooden
construction. The homogeneity
and continuity in the traditional
architecture of Kerala is unusual
within the country and has been
nurtured by the regional arts and
crafts.
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West Coast style of Architecture

The style of the wooden architecture in the pluvial Kerala region,
which faces the Arabian Sea, can
be called the ‘West Coast style.’ Its
northern limit extends to a little
beyond the border of the current
state of Kerala, viz. Mangalore in
the state of Karnataka, at the end
of the Western Ghats mountain
range. Further north is an area of
little-rain and the style of wooden
temple architecture is replaced
by that of stone temples in the
Deccan. A temple located just on
the boundary between them is the
Chandranatha Temple in Mudabidri, which belongs to Jainism, still
Executive Knowledge Lines

surviving in this region. This great
temple built in the 15th century
certainly intermediates between
those two architectural styles, having an upper wooden story with a
sloping timber roof covered with
copper over the ground stone story with roofs of stone slabs.

Although its first floor is made of
stone, the structural system is an
utterly wooden-like one, simply replacing timber columns and beams
with stone. As there are brackets
carved in the images of gods under the wooden roofs, similar to
Nepalese wooden temples, some
historians insisted that the architect must have been Nepalese.
However, this is dubious, because
it is improbable that an architect
was invited all the way from Nepal
where the Jainism faith did not
exist. Furthermore, as explained
in the former chapter, decorative
gables are uncommon in Nepalese
architecture.
History also played its own contri-

butions to the Kerala architecture.
The towering Western Ghats on
its east has successfully prevented
influences of neighboring Tamil
countries into present day Kerala
in later times. While Western Ghats
isolated Kerala to a greater extent
from Indian empires, the exposure
of Arabian Sea on its east brought
in close contacts between the ancient people of Kerala with major
maritime civilizations like Chinese,
Egyptians, Romans, Arabs etc.
The Kerala’s rich spice cultivations
brought it center of global maritime trade until modern periods,
helping several international powers to actively engage with Kerala
as a trading partners. This helped
in bring in influences of these civilisations into Kerala architecture.
Influence of Hindu, Christian
and Muslim Architecture

The craftsmen, who were highly
skilled, have made creative and innovative use of wood within severe
constraints laid down by the rules
of building sciences. The basic
principles of architecture remained
faithful to Hindu scriptures, but
the multi-religious social environment of Kerala added richness to
this genre of wooden architecture. The Hindu, Christian and the
Muslim communities with their
corresponding influences made
contributions with examples that
ranged from the pragmatic to the
highly expressive examples. The
typical Hindu temple for instance,
March 2020
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stands out among the Indian temple typology in form, structural
clarity, stylistic tradition, symbolism and most of all, in material and
craftsmanship in wood. The Kerala
mosque and church vary from
their counterparts in the rest of
the country on account of the adaptations made for the wet Kerala
climate.
The Kerala region had been connected with the western world
through maritime trade since ancient times. Judaism was brought
here as early as in the 1st century
CE and Christianity and Islam followed it. In Kochi (former Cochin)
there remains a Jewish synagogue
and Christian church of St Francis,
which retains the gravestone of
Vasco da Gama.

A legend says that one of the
twelve apostles, St Thomas, came
to southern India for missionary
work, but there is no historical evidence. However, it is certain that
Christianity was brought to India
before the establishment of the
Roman Catholic Church; Masses in

14
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ancient Hebrew have been consecutively handed down even to now.
On the other hand, the earliest Islamic mosque built in India is said
to be the wooden one in Kodungallur. An inscription in the place
says that it was constructed in 629.
If so, it is far earlier than the first
mosque in Delhi from the 12th
century, or the Qutub Mosque. As
that date indicates a time immediately after the birth of Islam, the
story is incredible and the current
mosque is quite new. And yet it is
assumed that Muslims in Kerala
did not come from Delhi in the
north but from the west by sea
routes of early Arabian traders.
Kerala’s Traditional Architecture

Endowed with ancient socio-cultural institutions, Kerala’s traditional architecture comprises
temples, palaces & dwellings built
in a unique system of wooden
construction that are about 200
to 600 years old. Its homogeneity
& continuity is unusual within the
country & has been nurtured by
the regional arts & crafts. The local
Executive Knowledge Lines

materials, craftsmen’s ingenuity &
techniques as well as ancient literature on architecture have made
this genre a sustainable human
endeavour. The basic principles of
architecture remained faithful to
Hindu scriptures, but the multi-religious social environment of Kerala added richness to the typological essence. The Hindu, Christian
& the Muslim communities with
their corresponding influences
made contributions to this genre
of building art with examples that
ranged from the pragmatic to the
highly expressive. Residential & religious architectures have emerged
under two distinct genre. This
built environment also pauses a
challenge of heritage conservation
where tradition is at variance with
social & architectural modernity.
The course aims at giving an understanding about this architecture
& conservation issues both as an
expression of culture & as a product of crafts. After an introduction
of the various architectural nuances, focus will be developed on
craftsmanship, construction systems, technology & case studies
through the lens of conservation.
The various aspects of building
conservation such as repairs, replacement & contemporary adaptation will be explored.
Kutambalam Style

What is especially interesting
among wooden architecture in
Kerala is the ‘Kutambalam.’ It is a
kind of theater, which stands in the
precinct of a large Hindu temple,
for the performance of religious
www.eklines.com

dramas called the ‘Kutiyattam’ on
festive days, and occasionally of
traditional music and dance. It is
characteristic of the Kerala region,
seen in many great temples such
as in Thrissur (Trichur), Irinjarakuda,
Guruvayur, Thiruvegappura, and
Haripad.
From the outset in India, since festivals and assemblies were usually
performed outdoors, theaters have
not existed. So it is not clear why it
came to be erected only in Kerala.
According to G. Panchal, there are
Kutambalams in 16 temples. The
one with the highest degree of
perfection and the grander scale
among them is that of the Vadakkunnatha Temple in Thrissur.
At later temples in Kerala, a magnificent Entrance Mandapa came
to be built in front of the Nalambalam. The Mahadeva Temple at
Kaviyur has meticulous wooden
carvings, made up of miniature
sculptures, on the coffered ceiling
of its Entrance Mandapa. Those
sculptures of gods and warriors
remind us of the highly stylized
dancers of Kathakali, which is the
most famous traditional performing art in Kerala similar to Kabuki
in Japan.

Architecture is ensemble of simplicity and elegance. It is tailored
to suite Kerala’s climate and culture. The wood is used lavishly in
temple construction especially for
the roof structure, doors, sreekovil
etc. Exquisite wooden carvings are
also a specialty of Kerala temples.
Lavish use of wood is also found
March 2020
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in ancient churches and mosques
of Kerala. The ancient temples,
churches and mosques have also
adapted various architectural
styles influenced by Dravidian
style (notably pallava, Chalukya,
and Chola) eg. Sree Padmanabha
Swami temple, Suchendram temple, Kumara kovil etc. The ancient
churches modeled their buildings
in the pattern of temples. With
the advent of Portuguese in 15th
century Latinisation changed the
designs of church building.

The variety of temples, numbering
more than 2000 dotting the Kerala state has no match with any
other regions of India. The temples of Kerala highly developed in
strict accordance to two temple
construction thesis, Thantra-Samuchayam and Sliparatnam. While
the former deals in developing
structures that regulates energy
flows so that positive energy flows
in, while negative energy do not
trend to remain retarded within
the structure; whereas the latter

16
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deals in developing stone and
timber architecture in such manner
that each carved structure imbibe
a life and personality of its own.
Nalukettu-Architecture of Kerala

They are houses with their peaked
tiled roofs, wooden floors, wooden walls are seen. Old houses in
Kerala invariably consist of flour
rooms joined together in a rectangular form with a yard in the centre. It was suited for a joint family
system prevalent then. Originally
the adobe of wealthy Brahmins,
Nairs, Christians and Ezhava families. The mansion is created using
wood and tiles; central open courtyard is with wonderful architecture.
The interiors of the house were
tastefully decorated with a wealth
of antiques made from teak, sandalwood, mahogany etc. The outer
verandas along with the four sides
of the Nalukettu are enclosed differently. While both the western
and eastern verandas left open,
the northern and southern veran-
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das are enclosed or semi enclosed.
In the middle of the enclosed
southern or western salals is the
area or the storage room, flanked
by bed rooms. The floor of the Ara
was raised even higher than that
of the other salas to accommodate
a nilavara or basement. Entrances
to the building were provided at
the centre of the east, west, north
and south side depending on the
position of the Ara. While arranging the rooms inside a Nalukettu,
the kitchen should come only in
the northern or eastern salas. Bed
rooms are better located in the
southern and western blocks. The
‘Madhya Soothras’ (centre line) in
both directions must pass freely
without any obstruction.

The central veranda as well as the
‘Poomukham’ outside can be made
more attractive by giving small architectural wooden pillars and trellis. The evolution of Nalukettu can
be explained as an expansion of
the concept of ‘sala’ enshrined in

www.eklines.com

the ‘Vaastushastra’ the Indian science of architecture. The wealthy
families constructed larger nalukettu and added to make ‘Ettukettu’ or mansions with eight ‘salas’
around two courtyards. On of the
firmer grounds of Kerala, the Nalukettu rose upwards into two or
three stories, the upper floor being
reserved for the ‘Karanvars’ (Head
of the family- elders)
Ancient Palaces

Kerala palaces are exquisite examples of the use of wood for making
magnificient structures. Some typical examples are Padmanabhapuram Palace, Sakthan Thampuran
Palace, Trichur, Poonjar Palace of
Kottyam, Koykkal Palace of Nedumangadu, Mattanchery Palace of
Kochi, Krishnapuram Palace of Kayamkulam etc. It may be noted that
extreme care was taken to choose
the wood for construction of these
Palaces. The wood chosen was resistant to termite and other wood
decaying insect attacks. There were
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also resistant to attack by fungi
and other microbial organisms.
They were generally close-grained,
strong, durable and heavy. Most
of them were characterized by the
presence of oils which rendered
them resistant to wood eating, decaying and rotting organisms.

erophyllus. The wood is yellw to
deep brown in colour. It is heavy
and hard. It is durable under water
and in damp conditions. However,
it cracks if exposed to direct sun.
White ants do not attack it.

1. Teak, Tectona grandis. The wood
has deep yellow to dark brown
colour. It is abundantly available in
our forest. The wood is moderately
hard, durable and fire resistant.
It can be easily seasoned and
worked. It takes up a good polish
and is not attacked by white ants
and dry rot. It does not corrode
iron fastenings and it shrinks little.
It is among the most valuable timber of the world and it was lavishly
used in our ancient building.

7. Coconut tree, Cocos nucifera. is
a large palm. Coir (the fiber from
the husk of the coconut) is used
in ropes, mats, doormats, brushes,
and sacks, as caulking for boats,
and as stuffing fiber for mattresses. It is used in horticulture in potting compost, especially in orchid
mix. The leaves also provide material for baskets that can draw well
water and for roofing thatch; they
can be woven into mats, cooking
skewers, and kindling arrows as
well. Leaves are also woven into
small piuches that are filled with
rice and cooked to make pusô and
ketupat. Coconut trunks are used
for building small bridges and
huts; they are preferred for their
straightness, strength, and salt resistance.

Some of the wood species that
have been used by our architects
are listed below

2. Mahogany, Swietenia spp. It is
reddish brown in colour. It takes a
good polish and it is easy to work
upon. It is durable and moisture
resistant.

3. Rose wood or black wood, Dalbergia latifolia, D.melanoxylon. It
is dark in colour. It is strong, tough
and close grained. It is a handsome wood takes up a high polish.
It maintains its shape well and is
available in large sizes. It is excellent for wood carvings.
4. Sandal wood, Santalum album.
It is white or red in colour. It has a
pleasant smell. Exquisite carvings
are made out of these wood.
5. Jack fruit tree, Artocarpus het-
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6. Aanjili, Artocarpus hirsutus. The
wood is yellowish brown in colour,
It is close grained and strong. It
takes polish. It can be used under
water and also in damp condition.

In Kerala, coconut trunks are used
for house construction. Coconut
timber comes from the trunk, and
is increasingly being used as an
ecologically sound substitute for
endangered hardwoods. It has
applications in furniture and specialized construction, as notably
demonstrated in Manila’s Coconut
Palace.
While it was believed that the
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wooden culture of India was more
concentrated in the Northern side,
especially, in the Himalayas and
the stone culture was more adopted in the southern sub continental
areas having arid climate, people
don’t know that certain southern
regions of the country were rich
in lush forests owing to its geography, Thus, wooden culture was
adopted in the south Indian parts
but confining only to some region.
We know, four states fall in the
boundaries of Southern India viz.
Karnataka, Andhra Pradesh, Tamil
Nadu and Kerala. Tamil Nadu and
Kerala, lies to the southern part
whereas Andhra Pradesh and Karnataka belong to it northern region. Separated by Western Ghats,
TamilNadu in east and Kerala in
west enjoy a different climate.
Tamil Nadu, which we commonly
refer to as Chennai is experiencing an arid facet of nature, mostly
dry enough. Chennai natives envy
the climate of Kerala and they
frequently visit its neighbor to get
soaked in the tropical climate. Hilly
destinations like Munnar, Vagamon
and Thekkady are their favorite
haunts. The more one goes to the
southern region of Kerala; more
one experiences the Tamil culture
and language. To get escape from
the rude form of nature at Chennai

www.eklines.com

especially during summers, people
reach Kerala by picking an authentic tour package. Click here to
know more about such authentic
tour packages. Since Chennai is
near to Kerala, travelers can access
it by train, bus or by sea route. Pilgrim tours are more compared to
sightseeing as they are highly religious. The difference in climate is
more reflecting in the architecture
of temples in Kerala and Chennai.
Both are magnificent enough but
they differ in the constituents used
for the construction.
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PERSONALITY

The Humble
Thinker Who
Respected
Rationality-

Thandhai
Periyar

D

welling on the caves
of many customs and
praxis, the world we live
in still contributes space to new
platitudes and way of living.
While we have constant births of
never ending, experimental and
trending concepts and hypothesis,
the other side of our world is
birthing for aggressive and terrific
changes. Some of them include
discriminations and oppression
based on caste, religion, language,
gender, status and skin colour.

Despite the fact that our world
secretly loved oppression, we
had many powerful leaders
and influencers who stood for
righteousness and humanity and
made impactful protests and
struggles, yet discrimination and
oppression is still lingering around.
According to a recent study,
around 230,000 girls are being
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killed each year due to obvious
yet unseen discriminations in
India alone. Social activists who
voiced out for the equality of every
human being have solely taken the
side of rationality.
Erode Venkatappa Ramasamy,
respectfully called as Thanthai
Periyar is a salient social activist
and peculiar politician from Tamil
Nadu. He opposed dominance
and discrimination in any form.
He brought noticeable changes
in South India, especially in Tamil
Nadu and Kerala and illuminated
the light of rational thinking
amongst the public. Even though
his initial stages of spreading his
rational ideas flew in the face of
public, his stance on superstitious
believes and typical conventions
was encouraged by large groups
of people anon, as it suggested
equality- Equality for every man
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and woman to lead a dignified life
and to have the freedom to invest
in their physical, mental and moral
panache.

In order to procure equality,
Periyar started off by promoting
social ethics and rational thinking
that he hoped would consequently
eliminate unjust discriminations.
Periyar spent over five decades
trying to bring changes in societal
norms just by giving speeches
and conducting non-violent
protests in numerous places by
putting up with the loathly and
uninviting hospitality. His speeches
inculcated the thought that every
human is same in all aspects and
discrimination and oppression
is an absolute barbarism and
is a nuisance. Periyar mainly
focused on empowering women,
illiterates and lower class people
by inculcating awareness among
them about the man-made rules in
society that failed to make sense.
Periyar’s casual style of verbal
expression and his exactitude in
articulation captivated not only
the mundane masses, but also the
well informed and civilized people.
Eventually, he influenced many
thousands of people to ponder
over and as a reflection of that, his
followers’ numbers reached new
heights.
Having born in a merchant
family in Erode in the year 1879,
Thandhai Periyar E.V. Ramaswamy
after completing his schooling
till 5th grade assisted his father
with his business. As a young boy
with appreciable coherence and
eloquence, Periyar doubted and
www.eklines.com

Erode Venkatappa
Ramasamy,
respectfully called as
Thanthai Periyar is a
salient social activist
and peculiar politician
from Tamil Nadu
scrutinized the contradictions he
observed in Hindu mythology. As
he grew, his lucidity got expanded.
With his intelligibility and selfconfidence, he stood alone for
what he believed was right and
opposed the social system that
encouraged oppression. He started
the ball rolling off by removing
his last name that denoted to
his caste. E.V. Ramaswamy was
a member of Indian National
Congress Party from 1919 to 1925.
While serving as the chairman
of Erode municipality apart from
working against oppression, he
also promoted clothes made of
Khadi and shunned imported
clothes.
In 1924, T.K. Madhavan initiated
a satyagraha against this injustice
that lasted for 18 months. Along
with other leaders, Periyar
contributed to the struggle by
delivering witty and convincing
speeches in and around Vaikom,
where the ritually lower caste
people were oppressed to a great
extent and were denied to enter
temples. His presence received
unpredicted response in Kerala
March 2020
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due to which he was later arrested
several times. Despite the charges
taken on him by government,
Periyar remained untamed towards
the Vaikom issue that established
an unbreakable connection
between Periyar and Vaikom that
tholed the history. Periyar’s pace
in the public’s eye gripped when
his wife and sister involved in
the protests. After being elected
as the President of the Madras
Presidency Congress Committee,
he advocated for the reservation
of government jobs and education
in favour of the needy. Soon, he
resigned his post and vamoosed
the party once he felt his efforts in
establishing equality were being
defeated due to apathy.

Lately, Periyar joined the South
Indian Liberation Federation
also called as justice party which
shared alignment with the beliefs
and motto of Periyar. In 1937,
Periyar opposed the bringing
of mandatory learning of Hindi
into education system through
Dravidian Movement that
represented justice party. Tamils
viewed the acceptance of Hindi as
a form of bondage and eventually,
opposition of Hindi played a major
role in the politics of Tamil Nadu.
Periyar took over the leadership of
the justice party when it lost the
mass support and lately, the party
prospered in his leadership but
consequently lost most of its active
members who were educated and
wealthy. In 1944 at a rally, Periyar
declared that the party would
be called henceforth as Dravidar
Kazhagam (Dravidian’s party);a
party that took social reforms not
as a political duty but as a social
duty to refrain from inequality.
Significant political leaders like
MGR and Karunanidhi swore by his
ideologies and many leaders split
from the Dravidar Kazhagam and
came up with their own parties
separately.
Periyar’s pragmatic stance on
women empowerment was clear
sighted. He advised women to
become self-sufficient and encouraged them to be educated,
become financially independent
and to get involved in self-defense
techniques. Periyar firmly believed
E.V. Ramasamy statue at Vaikom
town in Kottayam Dist., Kerala
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women, practicing the usage of
weapon rather than learning traditional dances is more important
for women in the contemporary
world to deal with the physical
and mental dominance of men.
He espied the invariable pleasures,
benefits and pedantic freedom
experienced by men in all aspects
that was solely based on their
gender and instituted several new
revolutionary concepts like self-respect marriage that excluded all
religious rites including the practice of wearing Thaali that serves
as a symbol of being married for
women, he mutinied widow remarriages and propagated the
need for birth control even from
1920s as he viewed childbirth as a
chain of bondage for womenfolk.
After a point, he even endorsed
contraceptives as he scrutinized
the problem of population in the
country, however he didn’t intend
to oppose women birthing children altogether and he focused on
limiting the number of parturition.
He gained mass support for lawful
abolition of Devadasi system and
practice of child marriages. As a
result of his unyielding attempts,
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the policy of reservations in job
opportunities in Indian government was put into practice in Tamil
Nadu.

Periyar’s views on wealth were
again criticized harshly and neglected by many despite the
rectitude it portrayed. He didn’t
want people to be self-obsessed
and to earn and spend only for
their needs. He suggested youths
to be conscious while spending
and not to get carried away with
what the entertainment sector
shows. According to him, whatever
a person is involved in, he should
be oriented towards the needs of
society as well and try to contribute something good for society.
In the fullness of time, Thandhai
Periyar can be seen as a self-propelled, born rebel who was harshly
honest with the bitter truths of
world and whose thoughts were
wholly dispensed with the hidden
motto to let humanity breathe in
the so-called civilized world. Forty
seven years after his fading into
history, Periyar has been inspiring
generations and lives in the hearts
of millions.
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CYBER SECURITY

For a Safer Cyber World

W

ith internet having
literally emerged as a
platform on which
human life is based, safety of
internet has become one of the
prime concerns of modern world.

Safety has become a buzz word in
the cyber world. In January this
year, the International Data
Privacy Day was celebrated with
great enthusiasm. And on February
12nd, organizations again became
upbeat on celebrating ‘Safer
Internet Day’.
which is an annual worldwide
event that goes a long way in
raising awareness for Internet
safety and education. It is now
recognized in around 150
countries worldwide and aims to
increase awareness about
emerging online issues, such as
cyber-bullying, and chooses a
topic reflecting current concerns.
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For 2020, the theme is “Together
for a better internet”.

India is the second-largest online
market in the world, only after
China. According to data by
Statista, India alone is expected to
have 564.5 million internet users in
2020. As the information super
highway is also the tool of choice
for organized crime, predators of
many stripes seek to do harm on a
scale previously unthinkable. Only
if it is properly managed, the
Internet experience becomes an
enriching one.

The exponential growth of internet
usage in India makes it imperative
for businesses to do their best to
protect their customers’ data.
Instead of implementing security
measures as an after-thought, the
current times require cybersecurity
to be treated as a foundation for
any digital initiative.
Executive Knowledge Lines

With the rapid development of
new technologies such as machine
learning (ML), artificial intelligence
(AI), internet of things (IoT),
analytics etc., there has been a
simultaneous increase in the
complexity and sophistication of
cyber-threats. Owing to the rise in
IT security breaches, there is a
need for organisations and
individuals to be alert about how
their data is collected, used, shared
and the steps that need to be
taken to better manage
confidential information. In such a
situation, businesses need to
constantly evaluate the platforms
and apps they leverage for
business purposes, from a data
security perspective.
Rapid growth of internet adoption
and digital technologies have
opened newer vistas for people to
grow their ideas online like never
before. At the same time, there is
a greater risk of getting critical
business resources and customer
information compromised. It has
now become highly imperative for
emerging entrepreneurs and
business owners, to safeguard
their customers’ information, as
well as their own, from external
threats.
The harsh truth is that there is no
system that’s unhackable. But
there’s a wealth of resources
available and some relatively
simple and cost-effective steps
that organizations can practice to
minimize the chances of
compromising their Internet
security.
www.eklines.com

The harsh truth is that
there is no system
that’s unhackable. But
there’s a wealth of
resources available and
some relatively simple
and cost-effective steps
that organizations
can practice to
minimize the chances
of compromising their
Internet security.
Today organizations cannot afford
security lapses especially
considering the high volumes of
critical customer data they access
to derive crucial insights and
decisions.

But data breaches in organizations
are now a regular happening. For
strengthening their security
architecture, it has become
necessary for organizations to
adopt a multi-layered approach to
security and privacy that employs
data encryption, to create secure
databases and put in place
provisions for authorized access.

IT experts opine that one approach
to ensure cyber security is to opt
for workplace collaboration and
communication platforms that
have in-built enterprise security
features such as data encryption,
privacy of messages and personal
March 2020
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data, as well as strict controls over
data access and user rights. They
are of the opinion that for safer
internet, organisations need to
also invest in the training of their
IT teams and employees with the
knowledge and skill-sets required
to tackle today’s advanced cyberthreats in an ongoing manner.

Safer internet initiative is an ongoing process as there’s a lot more at
stake than the way we approach
interactions and our activity on the
web. Industry experts feel that the
company’s safety focus needs to
include employees, customers and
the wider community from the information and data they collect
and store and in such a scenario,
ensuring data safety is of utmost
importance for organizations
across sectors.

Cyber experts are of the view that
the cyber risk management practices and mindsets of yesterday no
longer suffice and may actually inhibit innovation. They say that it is
incumbent upon CISOs to focus on
nurturing strong cyber security
culture with appropriate levels for
governance, prioritization, management focus, and ownership.
There are many ways to attain
higher levels of internet safety.
Focusing on Password Safety is an
effective strategy. Employees
should always use a strong
password and also create different
passwords for each account. It is
also helpful to use two-factor
authentication any time it’s offered
in order to keep accounts as
secure as possible. Keeping all
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devices locked down is another
good measure. All devices your
employees use for work including
tablets, smartphones, or
computers should only be
accessible to one employee. This
means all devices should require
authentication, such as a
password, facial recognition, or
fingerprint. This way, no one
outside the company can easily
unlock the device and retrieve
sensitive information about the
company.

Then, keeping security options and
features updated is another way to
protect employees’ devices on a
regular basis. This includes
firewalls and antivirus software to
stop potential cyber-crimes from
taking place and putting company
information at risk.

Employees taking best care of
email safety is another vital measure. They might be getting emails
from unknown senders quite often.
They must know not to click on
any links or download attachments
from those emails which often
contain virus.
Providing security training to employees on a regular basis is a
must to minimise the threats on
internet safety.

Cybersecurity challenges are
complex and it might be well-nigh
impossible to totally eliminate
them. There has to be increasing
awareness of internet safety
organizations have to get more
involved in the safe, responsible
and positive use of digital
technology.
Executive Knowledge Lines

LANGUAGE

IDIOMS
Point blank

Head and shoulders above

• To fire something at such close
range that it cannot be missed

• Significantly better than everybody else in the field

• To express an issue in a blunt
fashion, without trying to soften
the meaning

• On a level above the others

• Frankly or straightforwardly
Example Sentences
1. I asked the boy whether he
thought that I was pretty, he said
“no” point blank, without even trying to spare my feelings.
2. During the Second World War,
missiles were fired from point
blank. They were intended to kill all
of the people in the nearby vicinity.

• Having an advantage over the
other competitors/participants
Example Sentences
1. I’m so proud of mydaughter, –
swheis head and shoulders above
the rest of his class in his school project.
2. If you train harder and longer
than everybody else, you’ll be head
and shoulders above the competition
by the time the race comes around.

3. He asked me point blank whether
I had cheated on the test.

3. There’s no competition; our team
is simply head and shoulders above
the rest.

A lot on my plate

Against the clock

• To have so many things to do at
one time

• In a great hurry to finish something before a particular time

• Being overwhelmed from having
so many things to handle at the
same time

• In a race against time

• To have a lot of things happening in your life at the same time
Example Sentences
1. This week will be so hectic as I
have a lot on my plate.
2. Undertaking a Doctorate program ensures that you always have
a lot on your plate.
3. Vivek’s job as the head of the
hospital makes him have a lot on
his plate all the time.
www.eklines.com

• work very fast to complete something within a deadline
Example Sentences
1. The team was working against the
clock to finish the project on time.
2. With her exams scheduled the
next week, she was racing against
the clock to finish her preparations.
3. The authorities were working
against the clock to evacuate the low
lying settlements as a cyclone was
predicted to hit the coast over the
next few days.
March 2020
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Kerala Academy for Skills Excellence (KASE)
Facilitating and coordinating various skill
development initiatives of the state

W

skills, competency standards and
for promoting technology that
meets the demands of various
industries globally.

It is incorporated to pursue its
main objectives to promote,
establish, setup, monitor, govern
and regulate institutions and
academies for skills excellence for
development of core employability

Kerala Academy for Skills
Excellence (KASE), the State
Skill Development Mission of

ith the objective of
skilling the young
workforce of Kerala and
elevating their skills to global
standards for employment in
India and abroad, the Government
of Kerala has set up Kerala
Academy for Skills Excellence
(KASE), a non-profit company as
the nodal agency for facilitating
and coordinating various skill
development initiatives of the
state
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Considering the peculiar
demographic characteristics of
the state of Kerala, unique skilling
models have been adopted
by KASE with industry tie-ups
and placement linkages and
various such skill development
programmes initiated by KASE
are under implementation. These
programmes stand out from the
skill development initiatives in
other states in India.
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Government of Kerala, under the
Department of Labour and Skills
is implementing various skill
development initiatives in Kerala
to help develop an industry-ready
workforce.

KASE has launched an
international outreach initiative iSTEP (International Skill Training
and Employability Programme),
a system envisaged for faster,
simpler and efficient processing
required for setting up of Centres
of Excellence (CoE) in various
sectors. In all such models,
KASE will provide the basic
shell infrastructure, whereas
the training, certification and
placement including overseas
placement is the mandate of
the industrial partner as per the
standards laid out by KASE. The
course curriculum and certification
is supervised by an independent
academic council. Other skill
development initiatives from
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KASE include Kaushal Kendras,
Employability Centres, Career
Development Centres, Pradhan
Manthri Kaushal Vikas Yojana etc.

Reputed skill training institutions
can associate with KASE in getting
their specific courses accredited
so as to enhance reach and
acceptance in gaining the finest
candidates. The public gains more
confidence in the services of
accredited institutions when they
know standards are monitored
and enforced. The KASE symbol is
a means of identifying institutions
that uphold and sustain high
standards.

For more informationKerala Academy For Skills Excellence
(KASE),
3rd Floor, Carmel Tower,
Vazhuthacaud
Email: info.kase@kerala.gov.in
Website: kttps://kase.in
Tel: +91 471 2735949
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HUMAN RESOURCES

BUSINESS CHALLENGES AND HUMAN RESOURCES

B

usinesses across the globe
are facing indomitable
challenges on account of a
plethora of factors. No sector, no
segment is an exception to the
pressures emanating from these
factors. Economic pressures to
keep the operations within a viable
level, competition from peer and
stronger players, demanding customers and their increasing expectations, the pressing necessity to
adapt to the fast changes in digital
technology, which make extant
technology outmoded, pressures
on operating margins and imperative necessity for cutting costs are
the major broad challenges Indian
businesses are facing. Everywhere
the focus of businesses has shifted to adapting latest technology,
cutting costs, improving efficiency
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and service and managing risks.
Needless to mention that no company is insulated from these inevitable challenges and pressures.

A business may have the best
infrastructure, the best logistics,
the most advanced technology.
Through it all runs a common
thread - people and their skills,
their attitude and their leadership
traits. Success or failure of the
business depends more on this
factor than on any other. Modern
times have seen human resources
having emerged as the topmost
factor in the success of any business, for the reason that they are
the only resources of a business,
which can mitigate the impact of
pressures and challenges of the
above sort. Herein lies the limitless
Executive Knowledge Lines

role of the people in the growth
and sustenance of an organization.

In today’s complex life, we come
across with a variety of situations,
information, issues, people and
problems and so on and so forth
on a day-to-day basis. Each one
of these occasions gives us valuable insights to enhance our skills
and knowledge in many areas and
make us better equipped to meet
our challenges. Many a time such
occasions could cause innovative
ideas flashing in our minds. In today’s business environment, what
is more important is how to beneficially apply the insights gained
and the ideas flashing in our minds
in our work place for value enhancement of the organisation. It
is the bounden duty of each employee to consistently think on:•• How can I cut my company’s
costs?

•• How can I contribute to my
company’s efforts to reap maximum benefits out of technology
revolution.

•• How can I improve my service to
the customers?
•• How can I help the company to
effectively manage the business
risks?
•• How can I contribute to the
company’s efforts to withstand
competition.

•• How can I contribute in enhancing the brand value of my company?

Consistent application of mind and
thought process by the employwww.eklines.com

A business may have
the best infrastructure,
the best logistics,
the most advanced
technology. Through
it all runs a common
thread - people and
their skills, their
attitude and their
leadership traits.
ees to find out ways and means
to combat the market challenges
assumes high relevance in today’s
environment. By doing that, human resources can contribute a lot
in effectively tackling the business
challenges and pressures and
make great things happen in an
organization.

So far we saw the employees’ side.
On the other side, the employer
is confronted with a host of issues
stemming from management
of their human resources. As a
business grows, its strategies,
structure, and internal processes
grow with it. Some employees
have a hard time coping with these
changes. A lot of companies experience decreased productivity and
morale during periods of change.
This situation can be tackled only
if business owners focus on communicating the benefits of the
change to everyone. Regular staff
meetings are a good thing to start.
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When your team understands
the why, how, and when of the
change, they will be more likely to
get on board.

Studies reveal that more and more
companies are giving added importance to implementing leadership development programs, which
are becoming part of their culture.
Leadership development is critical in keeping your management
team engaged and motivated, and
prepares them to take on more
responsibilities in the future. It
would be rewarding if opportunities are created for them to use
their strengths every day. Accomplishing goals will motivate them
and give them a chance to develop
their skills.
Workforce Training and Development is another important aspect.
Investing in the training and development of lower-level employees
is a common HR problem. Some
businesses have trouble finding
the resources to do so. Employees on the front lines are some of
your hardest workers, and may not
have the time to take a training
course. Training and development
doesn’t have to take a lot of time
or money if managers and senior
leadership take the lead in mentoring their subordinate employees. Online training courses could
also be provided so that people
can go at their own pace. Invest in
your workforce and you will have a
loyal, productive team.
Orientation of employees in
adapting to innovation is another HR challenge businesses face.
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Technology is changing with the
speed of lightning. Businesses
must be quick to adapt, or face
risk of being left in the dust by
their competitors. The challenge
for small business owners is getting employees to embrace innovation and learn new technology.
Communication is critical in this
respect. With any change, it is to
be made sure that the team understands the why, when, and how.
Setting clear goals for the adoption of initiatives, and providing
employees with the training they
need to get comfortable with it are
critical for employers.

Compensation is another major HR
challenge confronted by organizations. Many companies find it a
difficult task to structure employee
compensation. Small businesses
have to compete not only with
businesses of a similar size, but
also with corporations with big
payroll budgets. Further, you have
to factor in the cost of benefits,
training, taxes, and other expenses, which can range from 1.5 to 3
times the employee’s salary. Even
though salary is important, it isn’t
always the most important factor
for job candidates. Creating a system to reward employees for excellent performance is one way to
make up for a lower salary. In addition, offering incentive programs
such as profit sharing or bonuses,
which can be a win-win for the
employee and the company is also
gaining ground.
Recruiting Talented Employees is a
significant HR challenge faced by
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many companies. Attracting talent
is a huge investment of time and
money. It’s difficult for entrepreneurs to balance between keeping
a business running, and hiring the
right people at the right time. In
addition, it’s impossible to know
whether a candidate will actually
be a good fit until they’ve worked
for you for a period of time. One
of the best ways to find the right
people for your business is to use
a staffing company. They provide
temp-to-hire solutions that allow
you to try out new employees with
little to no risk. You’ll save time,
money, and frustration, and maybe even find a future executive or
business partner.
Retaining Talented Employees is
another factor. Competition for
talented employees is fierce. Startups and small companies don’t
have big budgets for retirement
plans, expensive insurance plans,
and other costly items that their
larger competitors do—at least,
not yet. Employee turnover is expensive and can negatively impact
business growth. Onboarding is
highly effective for employee. Research shows having a structured
onboarding process means employees are 58 percent more likely
to stay with a company for three
years or more.

Workplace Diversity is another predominant HR challenge businesses
face. Multiple generations, ethnic
and cultural differences etc. pose
problems in jobs. These are just a
few of the many factors that make
workplace diversity a continual
www.eklines.com

Studies reveal that
more and more
companies are giving
added importance
to implementing
leadership
development
programs, which are
becoming part of their
culture.
challenge for many businesses.
The risk of lawsuits for failing to
protect employees from harassment is real. Creating a culture of
teamwork and respect will keep
the work environment positive
and productive. In addition, implementing a diversity training programs is a must. Employers are responsible for setting standards of
behavior in the workplace. Standards and a system of accountability
should be set up early on.
It’s important to know common
HR issues and accord priority to
them so companies can put the
right policies and procedures in
place now. Understanding the
complexities of employee benefits, employment laws, leadership
development, and other areas
will help companies stay ahead of
the competition and meet their
business goals this year, and in the
years to come.
March 2020
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Is your Job Offer Worth Accepting?

Y

ou are already an experienced employee with a
reasonably good job in a
reasonably good company and
you are getting another job offer.
What you should do? Since you
are already in a job, there are of
course certain aspects you should
check out before accepting the
new job offer. Just check out on
these aspects.
1.How is the company’s brand
value?

Ascertain how much industry value
your prospective employer has.
Because your career prospects
depend on that. A job with a company below average market value
could land you with similar companies in future.
2. What is the company’s growth
and attrition rate?

Study the company’s website or
if theddetails are not available,
ask about company’s growth
straightway to the interviewer in a
tactful manner. The growth can be
measured in terms of employee
size, increase in revenue/ turnover/
profit. Getting to know about the
attrition rate is equally important.
You would not want to part of that
figure in short term.
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3. How is the financial health of the
company?
Ascertain this before hand from
website or directly ffrom the interviewer. You don’t want to end up
with a company which is going down
financially and whose future looks
uncertain. You may have to look for
a job then which may be even more
difficult.

4. What about your role and its criticality to business?
Ascertain if your role is interesting,
and how far it is crucial to the business. If it is both, then you are really fortunate.The more critical role,
the less are chances of you getting
fired in bad times.
5. How is the work culture and environment?

Ask the interviewer about work practices, celebrations on events or how
they pursue ‘employee engagement’.
This is something that can be visually
exhibited around, and hence your
employer would most probably show
off these through photos /videos on
the website or during your interaction.

6. How are salary, perquisites, designation and benefits?
This being the most direct result of
Executive Knowledge Lines

your work, you should expect at
least 25-30 per cent hike on your
current salary package. Check out
your tax implications and if the new
salary structure helps in saving taxes, it is all the better.
7. Does the job provide Work-life
balance?

Will this assignment need you to
make lifestyle changes (travel, commutation, work timings) and are
you prepared for it? If it undesirably
alters your lifestyle to a big extent,
you should give the offer a second
thought.
8. What about the current team/
boss?

Tactfully ascertain about the current
team, team leader/ boss, a typical
work day in the team, and any good
practices they follow. This will give
you an idea about whether you’ll
like working in the team.
9. Does the job provide good learning and growth opportunities?

Your work experience of five years
should not mean one year’s experience repeated five times. Only
diverse, multifaceted and good
learning opportunities ensure exponential growth of your career.
10. What about transnational opportunity provided by the job?

Answers

Test
GK

Y
O
U
R

1. Fear of confined places
2. Passion fruit
3. Bishop
4. Paleontology
5. Moon
6. Dmitri Mendeleev
7. Canada
8. Mars
9. Neolithic age
10. Dehradun
11. Stephen Hawking
12. Mihir Sen
13. Dr. Zakir Hussain
14. Bank of Hindustan
15. Cardamom
16. Oct. 24, 1945
17. Japan
18. UNESCO
19. P. T. Usha
20. Sun Microsystems.

Solution for Sudoku-2

If you are evaluating trans-national
job opportunities, do a thorough
check on the location, compare the
cost of living and evaluate career
progression plans for the role, in
case you want to come back home
in the future.

Yes, it is really worth checking on
all these aspects before taking your
crucial decision whether to accept
the job offer.
www.eklines.com
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IMPORTANT DAYS

21 March
World Forestry Day

Dates & Days
01 March
3 March
4 March
8 March
10 March
11 March
12 March
14 March
15 March
16 March
18 March
20 March
21 March
22 March
23 March
24 March
27 March
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MARCH

Event

Zero Discrimination Day

World Civil Defence Day
World Wildlife Day

World Hearing Day

National Security Day

International Women’s Day
Ramakrishna Jayanti
CISF Raising Day

No Smoking Day (Second Wednesday of
March)
Mauritius Day
Pi Day

International Day of Action for Rivers
World Consumer Rights Day
National Vaccination Day

Ordnance Factories Day (India)

International Day of Happiness
World Sparrow Day
World Forestry Day

World Down Syndrome Day
World Poetry Day
World Water Day

World Meteorological Day
Martyrs Day

World Tuberculosis (TB) Day
World Theatre Day

Executive Knowledge Lines

Dates & Days
01 April
02 April
04 April
5 April
7 April

10 April
11 April
13 April
14 April
17 April
18 April
19 April
21 April
22 April
23 April
24 April
25 April
26 April
27 April
28 April
29 April
30 April

APRIL

Event

Orissa Day

Prevention of Blindness week

World Autism Awareness Day

International Day for Mine Awareness
National Maritime Day
World Health Day

World Homeopathy Day

National Safe Motherhood Day
National Pet Day

Jallianwallah Bagh Massacre Day

B.R. Ambedkar Remembrance Day
World Haemophilia Day
World Heritage Day
World Liver Day

National Civil Service Day
Secretaries’ Day

World Earth Day

World Book and Copyright Day
National Panchayati Raj Day
World Malaria Day

World Intellectual Property Day
World Veterinary Day

World Day for Safety and Health at Work
international Dance Day

Ayushman Bharat Diwas
Earth Day is an annual event celebrated
around the world on April 22 to demonstrate
support for environmental protection. First
celebrated in 1970, it now includes events
coordinated globally by the Earth Day
Network in more than 193 countries

www.eklines.com
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MEDICAL SCIENCE

Medical Updates
Taller men might have a lower
risk of dementia

A new longitudinal study that analyzed data from hundreds of thousands of men found a link between
height and the likelihood of developing dementia
Dementia — an umbrella term that
encompasses various conditions
involving cognitive impairment,
the most common of which is
Alzheimer’s — affects around 50
million people worldwide, according to data from the World Health
Organization (WHO).

There is currently no cure for dementia, and researchers are interested in pinpointing the many possible risk factors in order to
facilitate early diagnosis and intervention.

Now, a new study from the University of Copenhagen, in Denmark,
has found an association that had
not been explored much before: a
link between height and dementia
risk. The research - led by assistant
professor Terese Sara Høj Jørgensen — was spurred by previous
studies’ suggestions that height
may correlate with risks to brain
health.
Jørgensen and the team accessed
data about height and eventual
dementia diagnoses through conscription records and national registries. They have now published
their findings in the journal eLife.
The researchers looked at data
from men born between 1939 and
1959. Their cohort included
666,333 individuals, of whom
70,608 were nontwin brothers and
7,388 were twins.

The men in this cohort had taken
conscript board examinations between 1957 and 1984, and national
registries had clinically followed
them until 2016. By analyzing data
from these sources, the researchers found that 10,599 of the
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666,333 men had developed a
form of dementia at some point.

The researchers observed that
there appeared to be a correlation
between a man’s height and his
dementia risk — specifically, men
who were taller than average appeared to have a lower risk of dementia than men who were shorter
than average.
Thus, if the mean height for men
born in 1939 was 1.75 meters, for
about every 6 centimeters over the
mean height, there was approximately a 10% reduction in dementia risk.
The researchers adjusted their
analysis for possible confounding
factors, particularly education levels and intelligence test scores.
When they did so, the relationship
between height and dementia risk
was reduced — but not significantly.

When they compared results
among siblings, the researchers
found that the relationship between height and dementia risk
was present in brothers with different heights. The relationship was
also present in twins, though the
team admits that the results were
less conclusive in this context.

Antibiotics discovered that kill
bacteria in a new way

A new group of antibiotics with a
unique approach to attacking bacteria has been discovered, making
it a promising clinical candidate in
the fight against antimicrobial resistance. The newly-found corbomycin and the lesser-known complestatin have a never-before-seen
www.eklines.com

way to kill bacteria, which is
achieved by blocking the function
of the bacterial cell wall. The discovery comes from a family of antibiotics called glycopeptides that
are produced by soil bacteria.

The researchers also demonstrated
in mice that these new antibiotics
can block infections caused by the
drug resistant Staphylococcus aureus which is a group of bacteria
that can cause many serious infections. The findings were published
in Nature today.

Online mindfulness-based cognitive therapy to improve lingering depression

Researchers have found that online
mindfulness-based cognitive therapy (MBCT) can improve lingering
depressive symptoms.
A team of researchers has found
that online MBCT can improve a
range of lingering depressive
symptoms in people who have
already received treatment for
depression. The findings, which
feature in the journal JAMA
Psychiatry, are significant for both
reinforcing the effectiveness of
MBCT and potentially expanding
patient access to the treatment.

Mindfulness-based cognitive therapy (MBCT) is an approach to psyMarch 2020
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ors, rigidity, and slowness of
movement.

In a new study, researchers from
the University of Helsinki, in Finland, have homed in on a molecule, called BT13, which they believe has potential as a therapeutic
for Parkinson’s disease.
chotherapy that uses cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) methods in
collaboration with mindfulness
meditative practices and similar
psychological strategies. It was
originally created to be a relapse-prevention treatment for individuals with major depressive
disorder (MDD).[ Focus on MDD
and cognitive processes distinguish MBCT from other mindfulness-based therapies. Mindfulness-based stress reduction
(MBSR), for example, is a more
generalized program that also utilizes the practice of mindfulness.
MBSR is a group-intervention program, like MBCT, uses mindfulness
to help improve the life of individuals with chronic clinical ailments
and high stress lives.

New molecule shows promise
for Parkinson’s treatment

Recent research in mouse models
suggests that a new molecule
might be able to tap into key neurochemical mechanisms and help
treat Parkinson’s disease.

The team presents the results of
their research — conducted in vitro and in vivo, in mouse models —
in a study paper featured in the
journal Movement Disorders

Acid reflux and anxiety: What
to know

Acid reflux and anxiety may share
a close link. Some research suggests that anxiety might make acid
reflux symptoms worse.

Anxiety and stress may also be
contributing factors to acid reflux
in some cases. Conversely, acid reflux can be stressful and may cause
anxiety in some people.
People with troubling symptoms
or symptoms that do not respond
to home treatment should see a
doctor.

Acid reflux occurs when acid from
the stomach leaks back up into the
food pipe, or esophagus. It is a
common symptom of gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD).

Parkinson’s disease is a progressive, degenerative condition that
affects the central nervous system.

Usually, its most prominent symptoms involve movement — they
can include involuntary limb trem-
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Stress can worsen acid reflux
symptoms, and anxiety is a natural
response to stress in the body. Paradoxically, experiencing anxiety
can also in itself be stressful, which
can continue the cycle.

There is some evidence to suggest
that stress and anxiety may provoke acid reflux or make the symptoms worse.
The authors of a study in Clinical
Gastroenterology and Hepatology
also found that among people
with GERD, the symptoms — including pain and heartburn —
were more severe in those who
had higher levels of anxiety.
Scientists have also noted that
GERD can be a major source of
stress and anxiety for people.

How walking speed and memory might predict dementia

According to the authors of a new
study, monitoring changes in
memory and walking speed over
time may help identify those most
at risk of dementia. Considered together, walking speed and memory might help predict dementia
risk. Dementia is predominantly
associated with advancing age. So,
as the average age of humans on
planet Earth steadily rises, the burden of dementia is set to increase.
Currently, there is no cure; however, starting treatment early is associated with better outcomes. Because of this, researchers are
focused on finding ways to predict
who is most likely to develop dementia. Also, certain factors increase the risk of dementia, including hypertension and sedentary
www.eklines.com

behavior. Understanding which
groups tend to develop dementia
helps scientists and doctors identify and manage further risk factors.

One of the earliest symptoms of
dementia is memory loss; however,
many people experience cognitive
decline with age, and this does not
necessarily progress to dementia.
As a result, memory loss, on its
own, is not a reliable way to predict dementia risk. Some studies
have concluded that slower walking speed, or slow gait, might also
predict dementia risk. However,
overall, it seems that the effect size
is quite small and that gait speed
alone is not a useful diagnostic
measure.

Another study concluded that individuals whose memory and gait
speed declined together were
most at risk of developing dementia. The authors of a new study
conclude that “Older persons with
dual decline in memory and gait
speed should receive further attention to address issues that may increase dementia risk, including
evaluation of cardiovascular and
metabolic risk factors.”
(Source : Medical News today)
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CURRENT AFFAIRS

China. And India represents the
United States’ ninth-biggest trade
relationship.

International Judicial
Conference held in New Delhi

Trump vists India

US President Donald Trump made
a 36-hour visit to India from
February 24th-25th. He addressed
an adoring audience of more than
100,000 in Ahmedabad on the
first day, stopped by a landmark
to Mahatma Gandhi, and visited
Taj Mahal for the first time. On
the second day, he delivered
remarks with Prime Minister
Modi in New Delhi, telling the
prime minister, “This has been a
very special visit—unforgettable,
extraordinary.” At a solo press
conference with reporters,
Trump responded to a question
about whether he broached the
issue with his counterpart: He
described Modi’s explanation as
“incredible”, but didn’t share any
details. Though India and the
United States did not announce a
trade deal during the visit, some
smaller deals were announced.
India agreed to purchase military
equipment, including attack
helicopters, worth $3 billion. And
the two sides agreed to increase
cooperation in fighting terrorism
and in securing 5G networks.
The United States is now India’s
largest trading partner, ahead of
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The International Judicial Conference was held in New Delhi
recently. The Conference was addressed by PM Modi. The following theme was introduced at the
conference. – Gender Just World.
The Conference discussed the
changes being introduced by the
Government of India to bring Gender Equality in recruiting women in
military services, selection process
of fighter pilots. It also discussed
on freedom of women to work in
mines at night. The Conference
also focused on the need for technology to deliver rapid justice. The
initiative “E-Court Integrated Mission Mode Project” of GoI, to integrate every court of India with the
E-Court system was highlighted.
The “Just-World” Hypothesis - The
“Just World” fallacy is associated
with the actions of bringing fair
actions towards education, health,
gender equality and other social
issues. The Conference introduced
the “Just World” concept in the
Judicial System of India. By this it
aims to take the judicial system
of the country to every citizen
irrespective of their gender. Also,
it aimed to bring upon gender
equality in other crucial areas
where women have still not earned
their recognition, especially the
areas of mining and military.
Executive Knowledge Lines

IIT to set up Data Science
Centre at Kanjikode campus

The Indian Institute of Technology,
Palakkad is to set uo a research
centre in data science. The centre
being set up at Kanjikode aims at
providing a platform of research
for artificial intelligence and Data
Science. The centre has been
named as the Centre for Research
and Education in Data Science.
The Centre will collaborate with
the Government, industries and
other academic institutes. Data
Science is the field that uses
scientific algorithms, processes
and methods to extract knowledge
from unstructured and structured
data. The development of data
science is highly important for
Data Localization, which refers
to the rules, laws and regulations
that speaks on the collection of
data on a Nation’s citizens. It also
includes processing and storing
such data. Currently in India the
only mandate on Data Localization
is that provided by Reserve Bank
of India, that too only for Payment
systems. However, there are
several draft bills and reports on
Data Localization.

www.eklines.com

India ranks 77 on sustainability
index and 131 on Flourishing
Index

According to the report titled “A
Future for the World’s Children”
released by WHO, Lancet and
UNICEF together, a new Global
index has been included in
comparing performance of
child nutrition, education and
sustainability. According to
the report, India ranked 131
in flourishing index and 77 on
sustainability index. The report
says that India has improved in
health and sanitation. However,
it has to increase its spending
on Health. Around 180 countries
were compared in the report.
The parameters of comparison
included child survival, child
wellbeing, health and education,
sustainability, child nutrition. The
report observed that because
of stunting and poverty, around
250 million children in low- and
middle-income countries are
at risk of not reaching their
developmental potential. The
children in countries such as
Republic of Korea and Netherlands
have best chances of survival.
On the other hand, Chad, Niger,
Somalia and Mali were the least
performers and face very bad
odds. The report has named USA,
Saudi Arabia and Australia as the
top 10 highest emitters. Norway,
Netherlands and Republic of Korea
emit 210% more than the target
set by them towards the per capita
target of 2030. According to the
March 2020
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report, the poorest countries
have to do more to support
their children health and ability.
They have to spend lots towards
their children health in order to
provide them healthy lives. This
disproportionately is affected by
the carbon emissions from rich
countries. The issue overall is
threatening lives of all children.
The current scenario is capable
of creating devastating health
consequences such as malaria,
malnutrition and Dengue. Along
with this the threats from heat
waves and rising ocean levels are
also high.

RBI launches 5-year Financial
Inclusion Strategy

The Reserve Bank of India has
launched National Strategy for
Financial Inclusion (2019-24).
The main motive of the strategy
is to provide access to financial
services in an affordable manner.
The Strategy has been launched
after thorough consultation with
SEBI (Securities Exchange Board
of India), PFRDA (Pension fund
Regulatory and Development
Authority of India) and also
Insurance Regulatory and
Development Authority of India
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(IRDAI). The strategy was launched
based on the recommendations
of the Financial Inclusion Advisory
Committee that worked in
consultation with the above
agencies. The following are the
recommendations included in
the strategy. (1) Every village
will have formal financial service
provider within a radius of 5 km
(Universal Financial Access); (2)
Digital Financial Services to be
strengthened reach a less-cash
society by 2022; (3) Every adult
registered under Pradhan Mantri
Jan Dhan Yojana should be
enrolled in pension scheme and
insurance scheme; (4) The Public
Credit Registry shall be made
completely operational by March
2022.

World Wide Education for the
Future Index: India jumps to
rank 35

The Economic Intelligence Unit
recently published the Worldwide
Education for the Future Index for
the year 2019. India has jumped by
five ranks and currently holds rank
35. The ranking is provided based
on the ability of a country to
equip their students in skill-based
education. India ranked 35th
with an overall score of 53. The
scores were provided based on
the performance of the countries
in three countries namely
teaching, policy environment and
teaching environment. In 2018,
India was ranked 40th with an
overall score of 41.2. In Policy
Environment, India scored 56.3,
in teaching environment its score
Executive Knowledge Lines

was 52.2 and in socio-economic
environment India’s score was
50.1. India has performed better in
socio-economic environment. This
is because in 2018, its score was
32.2. However, the performance
decreased in policy environment
as the score in the area in 2018
was 61.5. Among the largest
economies the countries that fell
back in their rankings include US,
UK, Russia and France. On other
hand, India, China and Indonesia
performed better as compared to
the previous year.

GoI sets up Consumer
Protection Authority to
implement Consumer
Protection Act

The Government of India is to
set up a Consumer Protection
Authority in order to implement
the Consumer Protection Act.
The authority is to begin working
from April 2020. The Consumer
Protection Bill, 2019 was approved
the Parliament in 2019 replacing
Consumer Protection Act, 1986. It
aims to focus on rapid settlement
of consumer disputes, strict
penalties for wrong doings that
include misleading ads by firms
and adulteration. The authority is
www.eklines.com

being constituted to makes sure of
the act is implemented in the right
way. Consumer Protection Act,
2019 apart from working towards
effective administration in settling
consumer disputed, also brings
E-Commerce under jurisdiction. It
also holds celebrities accountable
for promoting wrong products.
Under the act, the celebrities can
be fined up to Rs 10 lakhs for
their misleading acts. However,
the act does not punish the media
through which such misleading
content is being promoted. Strict
actions shall be taken only on
advertiser according to the Act.

Cabinet approves to set up a
12-member Technology Group

The Union Cabinet approved the
setting up of a technology group.
The 12-member group will provide
scientific advice on mapping of
technologies, commercialization
of dual use technologies and develop a road map on selected key
technologies. The group will provide three major pillars of support
namely Policy support, research
and development proposals and
procurement support. The group
will help the GoI in achieving the
following :- (1) To render advice on
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technology procurement strategy;
(2) To develop in-house expertise
in developing merging technologies; (3) To make sure the public
sector technologies developed are
sustainable.

Cabinet approves Phase II of
Swachh Bharat Mission

The Union Cabinet approved on
implementing the phase II of
Swachh Bharat Mission. The phase
II of the mission will focus on
Open Defecation Free Plus. The
budget allocated for phase II of
the mission is Rs 52,497 crores.
The mission in this phase is to
converge with Jal Jeevan Mission
and MGNREGA (Mahatma Gandhi
National Rural Employment Act).
Apart from the focus maintaining
the status of Open Defecation
Free, the mission also aims to
provide rural employment. It is
to be monitored under 4 key
areas namely bio-degradable
solid waste management, plastic
waste management, fecal sludge
management and greywater
management.

China moves against Pakistan
in FATF, Turkey now the only
supporter

China has joined India and United
States in putting Pakistan on Grey
list of the FATF (Financial Action
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Task Force). Both China and Saudi
Arabia have joined US, India and
other European countries sending
stern messages to Pakistan against
its actions of terror funding money
laundering. A Plenary session of
the FATF is to be held in June 2020.
China, Saudi Arabia and Turkey
were the three countries that supported Pakistan against FATF move
in putting Pakistan under Grey List.
Now Turkey and Malaysia are the
only supporters. 12 out of 39 votes
are required to move out of FATF
list which Pakistan will not be able
to. Pakistan is currently on Grey
List of FATF and with its major supporters withdrawing their backing,
Pakistan will continue to remain
on FATF Grey list. Pakistan was
put on the list in June 2018. It was
given a plan of action which the
country was supposed to complete
by October 2019, failing of which
will place it under black list. The
FATF is a Paris based organization
that combats terrorism funding
and money laundering. Grey List
is the list in which the countries
that are not safe and are supporting money laundering and terror
funding are included. Black List is
the list in which the countries that
are non-cooperative tax havens
for terror funding are listed. They
are also called Non-Cooperative
Countries or Territories (NCCTs).
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HUMOUR

Patient to his doctor: I have
forgotten so many things lately,
and it’s getting worse. What can I
do?

Doctor: Yes, this is a known illness,
unfortunately it has no cure. I’d
also like to remind you about
Rupees Twenty thousand that you
owe this hospital?

Job interviewer: “And where would
you see yourself in five years’ time
Mr.Keshav ?”
Candidate: “Personally I believe
that it all depends on the
company’s transfer policy.”

A man went to his lawyer and
told him, “My neighbor owes me
Rupees 500 and he won’t pay up.
What should I do?” “Do you have
any proof he owes you the money?”
asked the lawyer. “No” replied the
man. “OK, then write him a letter
asking him for the Rupees 5,000 he
owed you,” said the lawyer. “But it’s
only Rupees 500,” replied the man.
“Precisely. That’s what he will reply
and then you’ll have your proof!”

“Excuse me, sir, have you seen a
police officer around?”

Doctor: “I’ve found a great new
drug that can help you with your
sleeping problem.”

“Very good, now give me your
wallet, watch and tab!”

Doctor: “Every two hours.”

“No, not a soul, actually.”

A guest calls the waiter and
complains, “How come there are
no chairs at our table?!”
The waiter shrugs, “I’m sorry but
you only booked one table…”

Two police officers crash their car
into a tree. After a moment of
silence, one of them says, “Wow,
that’s got to be the fastest we ever
got to the accident site.”
www.eklines.com

Patient: “Great, how often do I have
to take it?”
Police officer: “I don’t understand.
You lost the credit card a year ago,
why are you reporting it now?”
Guy: “The thief wasn’t spending
nearly as much as my wife used
to…”

Police officer: “But why report it
now?”
Guy: “I think the thief’s wife got
hold of it now.”
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REFLECTION
WE CAN MAKE A
DIFFERENCE

T

he idea of changing the world is
considered as a daunting one. One
often thinks - “I’m only one person;
what can I really do?” If every person
thinks that, nothing will get done. But
if every person did just one little thing
to make the world a better place today, billions of acts of kindness, social
responsibility and generosity would
take place — and wouldn’t that alone
change the face of this planet?
Helen Keller said, “I am only one, but
still I am one; I cannot do everything,
but still I can do something; and just
because I cannot do everything, I will
not refuse to do the something that
I can do.” That is the attitude in which
authors Linda Catling and Jeffery Hollender wrote the book ‘How to Make
the World a Better Place: 116 Ways You
Can Make a Difference’.
Whether you have a school-age child
or not, children are the future of this
world. Spending time helping them
reach their potential by tutoring, mentoring or taking part in an after-school
program is really worth doing.
Should we not consciously realize
that the homeless man you pass on
the street every day is, in fact, a man?
Through choices of his own or circumstances out of his control, he ended up
in this situation, and that makes him no
less human. Can we not say hello and
warmly greet him? Your greeting could
bring healing to his heart. Can one not
treat people as equals, no matter how
one interprets their social standing?
Our forests are being cut down at
an alarming rate. Is it a bad idea to

conserve the trees by conserving
paper? Sending an e-mail instead of
a letter, typing directions into your
cell phone instead of writing them
down, and bringing your own fabric
shopping bags to the store are all
good deeds for conservation of paper.
We know that even the use of hybrid
vehicles contributes to carbon emissions, greenhouse gases, and reduced
air quality. Can we not take a moment
to consider ways for using our personal vehicle less?
How many realize that taking long
showers using much more water than
actually required and letting the water run as they take bath or wash their
hands are indulgences that negatively
impact our world? Is it not a sensible
thing to try to limit your water usage
by timing how long you have the
water running, and trying to beat that
time the next time you turn on the
tap?
It’s easy to be selfish with your time,
money, and resources by getting
caught up in our material-driven societal expectations. Trying being generous changes one’s life. Generosity
does not necessarily mean spending
money. It can also be acts of kindness
and compassion. Chances are that
your generosity will energize you, and
you’ll feel less helpless about how to
make the world a better place.
The world will certainly become a
better place to live, if we become
more humane and also think and act
sensibly in the larger interests of the
society of which we are a part.
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